Shifting the focus from weight loss

Sonya Satinsky, assistant professor of health, sport and exercise sciences, is studying the Health at Every Size paradigm by surveying professionals who use the approach in various fields of health. The model shifts focus from weight loss as the way to improve health to improved nutrition and physical activity regardless of weight change.

Full Story

Nominations sought for commercialization award

The KU Center for Technology Commercialization is now accepting nominations for the inaugural Jim Baxendale Commercialization Award, which recognizes a KU researcher for excellence in commercialization and translational research.

Full Story

Sandra Fluke to give lecture

The attorney whose Congressional committee testimony on the need to provide access to contraception brought the issue into public prominence will be the speaker at the 2013 Emily Taylor and Marilyn Stokstad Women’s Leadership Lecture, which will be Wednesday, March 27.

Full Story

Angel investing conference planned

Leading researchers and practitioners will converge next month to discuss current developments in early-stage investing at a conference led by a School of Business professor. Early-Stage Investing will be April 5 at the Kauffman Foundation in Kansas City, Mo.

Full Story
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TWITTER

@jmarchiony List of schools whose men’s and women’s bkb teams reached the NCAA Sweet 16 last two years is very short:
KANSAS. #kuball #kuwbb
View all tweets

FEATURED MULTIMEDIA

Photos: Sweet 16 bound again
More: photos | videos
Boeing executive to speak at KU

The director of environmental performance for Boeing Commercial Airplanes will speak with KU engineering students April 2 at an event that is free and open to the public.
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